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horrible!

fear!

No wonder the Dark God can be so terrible!

It turned out to be this one!

Who is he?

Tiance Shenshuai woke up in shock.

It is also a foreboding of the gap.

The opponent can break even the dark cage inside.

One him… a
hundred are not enough for him to stuff his teeth.

But having said that, how did this kind of existence be kept in a dark cage by the younger sister?

If you had this level of strength before entering, a thousand juniors wouldn’t work!

Unless there is only one possibility… the

strength of those who are locked in a dark cage is improved inside!

Before being imprisoned, his strength was not as good as the junior sister.

Oh my god!

What kind of genius is it that can go from being inferior to junior’s strength to breaking the dark cage?

unimaginable!

Given him a thousand years, it is probably impossible to open it from the inside!

who is it?

Who is Junior Sister Guan?

You have to check it out!

Worthy of being a god-skilled Tiance.

Power strategies all exist online.

Soon the analysis reached this point…

…

outside.

“Father is really weird! What happened to him?”

“He is invincible when he comes back? He is invincible after defeating the Dark God? We say that he is
invincible. He seems to be unhappy and in pain!”

Marshal Tiance and his sister looked puzzled.

“Maybe this is the loneliness of the invincible powerhouse! He is invincible, and you feel excited! But
who can understand his pain? The loneliness of no opponent…”

Several great generals said.

“Haha, too…”

“Then I’ll post the news!”

…

Today’s times are different.

In the past, the Tiance Mansion and others had to hide from the world, hiding as much as possible.

But now everyone knows it.

Soon, Tiance Mansion sent out the news-Tiance God Commander returned from retreat and directly
defeated the dark god who is the number one in the gods list. He is already invincible in the world!

As soon as the news came out, the whole world was shocked.

The god of the sky strategy defeats the dark god? ? ?

The news spread all over the world for a while!

“Too can Pale Ba? God this darkness are defeated! Tiance God is much more handsome and strong?”

“Sure enough, the big summer Canglongwohu! Really forbidden!”

“After the encounter was dodging the big summer go!”

……

the world Being shocked, there is nothing more exciting than Young Master Tiance.

This is his father!

But the most shocking was not others, it was Levi Garrison…

He knew about the return of the God Commander Tiance earlier than anyone…

But why the news came out, why was he defeated?

So shameless?

Tiance Shenshuai himself had given up!

Turn your head and say you beat yourself?

Also propaganda around the world!

The return of Tiance, the master, is already invincible in the world.

Levi Garrison “…”.

He didn’t even dare to say that he was invincible, the defeated general of Tiance God Commander, this
little scum, dare to say that the world is invincible?

Don’t say anything else!

Levi Garrison didn’t know the strength of his cheap master.

But absolutely above oneself.

He cannot be invincible.

This scum is even less likely to be…

he can only sneer.

the other side.

After Tiance Shenshuai calmed down, he immediately came out.

When he knew that Tiance Mansion had spread the news of his return to invincibility all over the world.

He fell directly to the ground with a puff.

Everyone was taken aback.

Originally, he wanted to lie and stabilize himself temporarily.

But I didn’t expect myself to kill myself.

The backhand put all the news out.

Now the whole world knows, and the dark god knows too.

I don’t know how he will…

Thinking of this, Tiance Shenshuai was shocked in a cold sweat.

It feels close to death.

Looking at these people, the marshal Tiance, he has the heart to kill.

“Father, what’s the matter with you?” The

marshal Tiance and others were incredible.

“Quickly check it out for me, who has the Dark God imprisoned in recent years?”

Tiance Superintendent asked.

“Huh? It’s Levi Garrison!”

